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CHAPTER 5 

PRIMARY ACTIVITY 

 

1. Discuss how physical and social factors affect the activity of man with reference 

to hunting and gathering. 
ANSWER:  

It is the most primitive activity of man , which is still found in small pockets, in the 

world, having harsh climatic conditions. 

It is generally practised by primitive society, where the technological development is 

low. People depend upon their immediate environment for their survival.   

As we know that, technology is the tool by which man can break the shackle of 

nature, and primitive society doesn’t have access to technology, so they depend on 

nature. 

Capital investment is low and also the production is always subsistence. 

Such activity is found in 

  (1)high latitude zones which include northern Canada, 

  (ii)northern Eurasia and southern Chile;  

(iii) Low latitude zones such as the Amazon Basin, tropical Africa 

(iv) the interior parts of Southeast Asia 

 

1. Classify Subsistence farming and differentiate between them. 

 
Primitive subsistencePrimitive subsistencePrimitive subsistencePrimitive subsistence    Intensive SubsistenceIntensive SubsistenceIntensive SubsistenceIntensive Subsistence    
 Primitive subsistence agriculture or Primitive subsistence agriculture or Primitive subsistence agriculture or Primitive subsistence agriculture or 

shifting cultivation is widely shifting cultivation is widely shifting cultivation is widely shifting cultivation is widely 
practised by many tribes in the practised by many tribes in the practised by many tribes in the practised by many tribes in the 
tropics, especially in Africa, south tropics, especially in Africa, south tropics, especially in Africa, south tropics, especially in Africa, south 
and central America and south east and central America and south east and central America and south east and central America and south east 
Asia .Asia .Asia .Asia .    

 METHOMETHOMETHOMETHODDDD    
The part of forest is usually cleared by The part of forest is usually cleared by The part of forest is usually cleared by The part of forest is usually cleared by 
fire, and the ashes add to the fertility of fire, and the ashes add to the fertility of fire, and the ashes add to the fertility of fire, and the ashes add to the fertility of 
the soil. the soil. the soil. the soil.     
Shifting cultivation is thus, also called Shifting cultivation is thus, also called Shifting cultivation is thus, also called Shifting cultivation is thus, also called 
slash and burn agricultureslash and burn agricultureslash and burn agricultureslash and burn agriculture. . . .     
The cultivated patches are very small The cultivated patches are very small The cultivated patches are very small The cultivated patches are very small 
and cultivation is done with very and cultivation is done with very and cultivation is done with very and cultivation is done with very     
primitive toolprimitive toolprimitive toolprimitive tools such as sticks and hoes. s such as sticks and hoes. s such as sticks and hoes. s such as sticks and hoes. 
After sometime (3 to 5 years) the soil After sometime (3 to 5 years) the soil After sometime (3 to 5 years) the soil After sometime (3 to 5 years) the soil 
looses its fertility and the farmer shifts looses its fertility and the farmer shifts looses its fertility and the farmer shifts looses its fertility and the farmer shifts 
to another parts and clears other patch of to another parts and clears other patch of to another parts and clears other patch of to another parts and clears other patch of 
the forest for cultivationthe forest for cultivationthe forest for cultivationthe forest for cultivation    
    

 This type of agriculture is largely This type of agriculture is largely This type of agriculture is largely This type of agriculture is largely 
found in densely populated regions found in densely populated regions found in densely populated regions found in densely populated regions 
of moof moof moof monsoon Asia. nsoon Asia. nsoon Asia. nsoon Asia.     

    
    
    
 METHODMETHODMETHODMETHOD    
Land holdings are small.Land holdings are small.Land holdings are small.Land holdings are small.    
Community and family labour is used Community and family labour is used Community and family labour is used Community and family labour is used 
and less use of machines as manual and less use of machines as manual and less use of machines as manual and less use of machines as manual 
labour is cheaply available.labour is cheaply available.labour is cheaply available.labour is cheaply available.    
High doses of fertilizer and pesticides, High doses of fertilizer and pesticides, High doses of fertilizer and pesticides, High doses of fertilizer and pesticides, 
insecticides are used to increase the insecticides are used to increase the insecticides are used to increase the insecticides are used to increase the 
production.production.production.production.    
Irrigation faciliIrrigation faciliIrrigation faciliIrrigation facilities and good rainfall ties and good rainfall ties and good rainfall ties and good rainfall 
enable farmers to cultivate land twice in enable farmers to cultivate land twice in enable farmers to cultivate land twice in enable farmers to cultivate land twice in 
a year.a year.a year.a year.    
    It has two sub types.It has two sub types.It has two sub types.It has two sub types.    
Intensive farming of paddyIntensive farming of paddyIntensive farming of paddyIntensive farming of paddy    
Farming other than paddy Farming other than paddy Farming other than paddy Farming other than paddy     
    

 



2. Classify Pastoralism on the basis of method of raising animals. 

Differentiate between the two. 

  
NOMADICNOMADICNOMADICNOMADIC    HERDINGHERDINGHERDINGHERDING    COMMERCIAL LIVESTOCK RAISINGCOMMERCIAL LIVESTOCK RAISINGCOMMERCIAL LIVESTOCK RAISINGCOMMERCIAL LIVESTOCK RAISING    
 It is an primitive subsistence activity. It is an primitive subsistence activity. It is an primitive subsistence activity. It is an primitive subsistence activity.     
 A wide variety of animals is kept in A wide variety of animals is kept in A wide variety of animals is kept in A wide variety of animals is kept in     
different regions.different regions.different regions.different regions.    
     In tropical AfricaIn tropical AfricaIn tropical AfricaIn tropical Africa----    cattle  cattle  cattle  cattle      
    Sahara and Asiatic deserts Sahara and Asiatic deserts Sahara and Asiatic deserts Sahara and Asiatic deserts ----    sheep, goats and camel sheep, goats and camel sheep, goats and camel sheep, goats and camel     
    Tibet and Andes, yak and llamasTibet and Andes, yak and llamasTibet and Andes, yak and llamasTibet and Andes, yak and llamas    
    Arctic and sub Arctic areas, reindeerArctic and sub Arctic areas, reindeerArctic and sub Arctic areas, reindeerArctic and sub Arctic areas, reindeer    
 The nomads entirely depend on the animals for The nomads entirely depend on the animals for The nomads entirely depend on the animals for The nomads entirely depend on the animals for 

food, shelter, transport etc. food, shelter, transport etc. food, shelter, transport etc. food, shelter, transport etc.     
 They move from one place to another along with They move from one place to another along with They move from one place to another along with They move from one place to another along with 

their livestock, depending on the amount and their livestock, depending on the amount and their livestock, depending on the amount and their livestock, depending on the amount and 
quality of pastures and water. quality of pastures and water. quality of pastures and water. quality of pastures and water.     

 Lower capital invLower capital invLower capital invLower capital investment, poor organisation estment, poor organisation estment, poor organisation estment, poor organisation 
and lower productivity are the main features. and lower productivity are the main features. and lower productivity are the main features. and lower productivity are the main features.     

 Its a modern commercial activityIts a modern commercial activityIts a modern commercial activityIts a modern commercial activity    
This is a specialised activity in which onlyThis is a specialised activity in which onlyThis is a specialised activity in which onlyThis is a specialised activity in which only    
one type of animal is reared. one type of animal is reared. one type of animal is reared. one type of animal is reared.     
Important animals include sheep, cattle, goats and Important animals include sheep, cattle, goats and Important animals include sheep, cattle, goats and Important animals include sheep, cattle, goats and 
horses. horses. horses. horses.     
 New Zealand, New Zealand, New Zealand, New Zealand, Australia, Argentina, Australia, Argentina, Australia, Argentina, Australia, Argentina,     
Uruguay and United States of America are Uruguay and United States of America are Uruguay and United States of America are Uruguay and United States of America are 
important countries where commercial livestock important countries where commercial livestock important countries where commercial livestock important countries where commercial livestock 
rearing is practisedrearing is practisedrearing is practisedrearing is practised    

 Products such as meat, wool, hides and Products such as meat, wool, hides and Products such as meat, wool, hides and Products such as meat, wool, hides and 
skin are processed and packed scientifically and skin are processed and packed scientifically and skin are processed and packed scientifically and skin are processed and packed scientifically and 
exported to different world markets.exported to different world markets.exported to different world markets.exported to different world markets.    

 It is practised on permanent ranches. It is practised on permanent ranches. It is practised on permanent ranches. It is practised on permanent ranches. 
These ranches cover large areas and are divided into a These ranches cover large areas and are divided into a These ranches cover large areas and are divided into a These ranches cover large areas and are divided into a 
number of parcels, which are fenced to regulate the number of parcels, which are fenced to regulate the number of parcels, which are fenced to regulate the number of parcels, which are fenced to regulate the 
grazing. grazing. grazing. grazing.     

 High capital investment. Well organised High capital investment. Well organised High capital investment. Well organised High capital investment. Well organised 
and high productivity are the main features. and high productivity are the main features. and high productivity are the main features. and high productivity are the main features.     

 

3. Differentiate between plantation farming and commercial grain farming.  

 In plantation farming manual labour is used, where as grain farming is 

completely mechanised. 

 Plantation farming is carried out in Tropical and sub-tropical regions, where 

climate is hot and humid. Grain farming is carried out in mid latitude grass land 

like Veld, Prairies and Pampas. 

 Rubber, tea, coffee, spices are important product of plantation farming where as 

wheat, barley, corn are grown in commercial livestock raising. 

 

4. Discuss the factors that favour market gardening . 

Market gardening is highly specialized commercial activity in which vegetables, fruits 

and flower are grown to supply in  the urban market. 

this type of agriculture is well developed in densely populated industrial districts of  

north west Europe, north eastern United States of America and the Mediterranean 

regions. 

The following factors are important ; 

 Demand  As there is an urban market close to the area of farming, it has a high 

demand because of population density. 

 Transportation  well developed roads are necessary to transport the perishable 

product to the market. 

 Capital investment. Use of HYV seed,chemical fertilizer, pesticides and 

insecticides are extensively used. 

 

5. How method of mining varies, with respect to occurrence of minerals? 

Depending upon the depth of occurrence of the mineral, mining is of two types. 

Minerals occurring at a shallow depth, is extracted by open cast mining. 

Ores occurring at a great depth is extracted by underground mining or shafting. 

  



The surface mining also known as open-cast mining is the easiest and the cheapest 

way of mining minerals that occur close to the surface. Per head expenditure is also 

low, because the safety requirements are also not much needed. 

 

Shafting requires specially designed lifts, drills, haulage vehicles, ventilation system 

for safety and efficient movement of people and material. It is also risky and 

hazardous.Poisonous gases, fires, floods lead to fatal accidents. 

 

6. Differentiate between mixed farming and diary farming 

 

mixed farming diary farming 
 Mixed farming is characterised by high capital 

expenditure on farm machinery and extensive 

use of chemical fertilisers and green manures 

and  skill expertise of the farmers. 

 Mixed farms are moderate in size 

Crop rotation and intercropping  

 play an important role in maintaining soil 

fertility.  

 This form of agriculture is found in the highly 

developed parts of the world, e.g. 

North-western Europe, Eastern North America 

 
 

 

 It is highly capital intensive. Animal sheds, 

storage facilities for fodder, feeding and 

milching machines add to the cost of dairy 

farming. 

 It is highly labour intensive as it involves rigorous 

care in feeding and milching. 

 It is practised mainly near urban and industrial 

centres which provide neighbourhood market 

for fresh milk and dairy products.  

 North Western Europe, Canada, South Eastern 

Australia, New Zealand 

 

 

7. ‘The developed economies are retreating from mining, processing and refining 

stages of production.’ Give reasons. 

Developed countries are more engaged in secondary sectors and tertiary sector. 

The cost of labour is very high, and mining activity is labour intensive. 

Developing countries have weak secondary and tertiary sector.   

Their earning depend upon export of ores and other minerals. 

They also have large labour force. 

So mining is shifting from developed to developing economies. 

 

8. Explain the following terms (Try by yourself) 

A. Viticulture 

B. Transhumance 

C. Fazendas 

D. Truck gardening 

E. Kolkhoz 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
9. Identify the primary activity marked in the map 

A. …….. 

B. …………… 

C. ..…………. 

D. ….………….. 

E. ….…………. 

F. ….……………… 

A 

B 

C 

D 

E F 


